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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Today, in the active development of science and 
technology we can note a tendency to create a variety 
of complex high-tech systems. Elements of modern 
systems are the complex structures, the functioning 
of which is entrusted by the distinct physical effects. 
The development of such elements is virtually im-
possible without solving partial differential equa-
tions, which are usually differential equations (DE) in 
partial derivatives. 

Finding of exact analytical solution, unfortunate-
ly, is only available for a very limited number of 
one-dimensional tasks when using a range of as-
sumptions that adversely affects the adequacy of the 
results. To solve the problems of mathematical 
physics in the case of multiple measurements is re-
quired to use numerical methods to convert differen-
tial equations or their systems in systems of algebraic 
equations. To solve the obtained nonlinear systems of 
algebraic equations and linear systems of large di-
mension iterative methods are used. Thus one of the 
most difficult problems is to ensure the convergence 
of the iterative process that largely determines the 
computation time. The accuracy of the solution is 
determined by the step of the grid, the number of 
iterations and the digital net of the computer. 

II.  PROBLEMS OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS 

Development and research of a large part of the 
elements of modern VLSI (very large scale integra-
tion) and MOEMS (micro-opto-electro-mechanical 
systems) associated with the solution of the so-called 
problems of mathematical physics, which include 
problems of heat conduction, diffusion, electrostatics 
and electrodynamics, the problem of flow of fluid, 
the density distribution of the electric current in the 

conducting medium, the problem of deformation of 
solids and many others. 

Similar problems are described by differential 
equations in partial derivatives with additional equa-
tions expressing the boundary and initial conditions. 
The author discusses the DE in partial derivatives no 
higher than second order, since these equations cover 
a fairly wide range of physical phenomena underly-
ing the elements VLSI and MOEMS and, further-
more, discussed below solution methods applicable 
to DE in partial derivatives of higher orders. In gen-
eral, linear differential equations in partial derivatives 
of second order of n independent variables has the 
form  
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where x = [x1, x2, …, xn] is vector (matrix row) of the 
independent variables; u is the required function of of 
the independent variables; Aαβ(x), Bα(x), C(x), f(x) are 
some real-valued function of the independent va-
riables. 

Equation (1) can always be reduced to one of three 
standard canonical forms. For the ratio of values 
Aαβ(x) equation belongs to elliptic, parabolic or 
hyperbolic at the point x. In particular, the differential 
equations in partial derivatives of second order with 
two independent variables x, y, which can be 
represented as 
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type the DE is determined by the sign expression, 
which is called the discriminate 

       2, , 4 , , .xy xx yyD x y A x y A x y A x y       (3) 

If D(x, y) < 0, differential equation is elliptic at the 
point (x, y).  

If D(x, y) = 0, differential equation is parabolic at 
the point (x, y). 

If D(x, y) > 0, differential equation is hyperbolic at 
the point (x, y).  

If the coefficients Axx, Axy, Ayy are constant and D 
does not depend on x, y, then depending on the sign of 
D equation is fully elliptic, hyperbolic or parabolic. 

Here is a list of the most prominent problems in 
mathematical physics, leading to the solution of 
given above three types of equations. 

Elliptic equations: 
– laplace equation – used for stationary, ie not 

variable in time, physical processes in the case of a 
homogeneous medium and the lack of sources; 

– poisson’s equation – can describe the electros-
tatic field, a stationary temperature field, pressure 
field, field capacity and pressure in hydrodynamics. 

Parabolic equation: 
– heat equation – lots of non-stationary, ie va-

riables in the time physical processes described by 
equations of parabolic type. For example, the 
non-stationary heat equation; 

– continuity equation – these equations for elec-
trons and holes are the equations of parabolic type, 
are very important for modeling the processes of 
charge transport in semiconductors. 

Hyperbolic equations: 
– wave equation – many physical processes asso-

ciated with the occurrence of oscillations in a certain 
environment. For example, the string fluctuations, 
fluctuations in the membrane of sound vibrations and 
so on. They are described by the wave equation be-
longing to hyperbolic equations. 

III.  ANALYSIS OF THE METHODS 

Unfortunately, the analytic solution of partial 
differential equations is possible only for a very 
limited number of tasks. In most cases, the solution of 
differential equations in partial derivatives is only 
possible by using numerical iterative methods [1]. 

The essence of these methods lies in the discreti-
zation of differential equations, ie the representation 
of all or part of the derivatives in the form of ap-
proximate expressions (finite difference or finite 
element) that allows you to convert the differential 
equation in a system of algebraic equations. For this 
considered area Θ is covered by the grid, and all 
variables are replaced by grid functions. In other 

words, the variables investigated for the entire infi-
nite is set of points area Θ, and only for some finite 
subset G. And in solving nonstationary problems 
except grid, a grid of time is introduced. 

The number of algebraic equations in the resulting 
system (dimension discrete problem) is determined 
by the product number of points of the grid on the 
number of the independent variables in the original 
differential equations. 

The choice of method for solving the resulting 
system of algebraic equations is determined by the 
dimension and nature (linear or nonlinear). To solve 
systems of linear equations (SLE) Gaussian elimina-
tion method, the method of LU-decomposition, are 
widely used [4] For solving systems of nonlinear 
algebraic equations and linear systems of large di-
mensions iterative methods Jacobi, Seidel, New-
ton-Raphson and others are used. [4], [5]. Here is a 
list of the most popular discretization of differential 
equations: 

– finite difference method – involves the digitiza-
tion of differential equations for the so-called rec-
tangular grid, that is, nets, elementary cells which are 
squares two dimensions or three dimensions paralle-
lepipeds. (Finite-difference grid, mesh function dif-
ference and finite templates); 

– finite element method – involves discretization 
of differential equations for the so-called triangular 
grid, ie nets, elementary cells which are the triangles 
for two dimensions or prism (tetrahedrons) in three 
dimensions. (Breakdown Dirichlet and Delaunay 
Triangulation, the method of integral identities). 

However, many problems of mathematical phys-
ics, in particular boundary value problems can be 
described with sufficient accuracy using the set of 
local tasks, each of which describes the dynamics of 
the field at a fixed point. On use of this approach 
cellular neural networks are based, in which each 
neuron combined communication channels with a 
fixed number of neighboring neurons. 

Cellular Neural Networks (CNN), first published 
in [6], [2], once widely accepted as a paradigm of 
artificial neural networks focused on asynchronous 
parallel computing process. Over the last years many 
algorithms for image processing, pattern recognition, 
assessment of the dynamics of mechanical systems, 
and others were invented that successfully use cel-
lular neural networks. A common feature of all these 
algorithms can be considered a global presence 
properties decomposition problem for many local 
problems, each of which can be made of individual 
cells CNN. 

Cellular Neural Network is a homogeneous 
computing structure of local bonds, which are located 
at the nodes processor elements (cells). The structure 
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links the cells may vary depending on the soluble 
CNN problems. Figure 1 shows examples of possible 
local connections in the two-dimensional CNN. 

 
Fig. 1. Heterogeneous structure of the CNN 

To determine the number of possible channels of 
communication with local implementation of parallel 
algorithms for CNN of each cell Cj,i set the set of 
coordinates of neighboring cells Hj,i, capacity is 
called the index of neighborhood αj,i. Distinction is 
made between CNN of homogeneous and heteroge-
neous structure.  

We will call homogeneous such structure dimen-
sion M×N, where 

, const; 1, ; 1, .i j i N j M     

Homogeneous structures can be obtained from 
heterogeneous CNN by addition of missing links. 
Homogeneous cellular networks reamers of tors 
characterized by constant index of environment for 
each cell. 

The work of problem-oriented CNN can be de-
scribed by the differential equation [3]: 
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where Ui,j is internal state of Ci,j; ai,j is weighting local 
feedback; wk,l is weighting communication Ci,j with 
the cell Ck,l, included in set of coordinates of neigh-
boring cells Hi,j; f(Uk,l) is function of activation of the 
cell Ck,l; Ii,j is deflection for the cell Ci,j. 

Dynamics of cells is described by the equation (4), 
can be adapted for solving partial differential equa-
tions. Let us show the implementation of this state-

ment as an example of the heat equation, representing 
the boundary value problem 
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under the following initial and boundary conditions: 
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Let us introduce step discretization in space h and 
sampling time step τ based on the conditions: m = l/h 
– totsl; xi = ih – meaning x in xi; tj = jτ – meaning t in j.  

Let us form difference method by presenting ap-
proximate partial derivatives in time and space by 
using the Taylor series: 
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where  1,j j jt t  ,  1 1,i i iv x x  . 
Let us write equation (5), using finite differences 

with (6), (7) and replacing the continuous function 
U(x,t) with the difference function r, defined only at 
the points of sampling and responding condition 
U(xi,tj) = ri,j. 
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Local error (8) can be written as 
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Entering a replacement λ = τa2/h2 and simplifying 
similar terms, the equation (8) represented as 
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where i = 1, 2..., m - 1; j = 1, 2... .  
Based on the initial and boundary conditions of 

the boundary value problem 
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Thus, the boundary value problem (5) with the 
error Δij can be represented by difference boundary 
value problems, including a system of algebraic 
equations (9). If we compare each of the equations of 
the system with the corresponding cells of the neural 
network it is easy to see that unknown appearing in 
these equations can be represented by cells from a 
variety of neighborhood Hi,j. This fact shows the 
principal possibility to organize the computation of 
boundary value problems for homogeneous compu-
ting structures with local ties. However, an unambi-
guous answer to the question of the effectiveness of 
CNN for these purposes must also consider the order 
of interaction between cells in the computational 
process. 

If you are using analog computing devices that 
provide algorithm, a process characterized by natural 
parallel computation of the entire system, since the 
interaction between cells is continuous in nature. 
Recently, to emulate the work of CNN are increa-
singly using computers and computer systems. This 
approach involves working with discrete data, which 
requires the determination of rules of interaction 
between objects that describe the cells.  

Cellular neural networks are characterized by the 
absence of a single control center, so communication 
between neighboring cells is done locally, which 
corresponds to the asynchronous mode of functioning 
of discrete systems. To organize computing for 
solving boundary value problems (9) method for 
locally asynchronous computation is proposed [3], 

which ensures the convergence of the iterative 
process to solve in terms of asynchronous data ex-
change between the cells. 

Iterative methods for solving boundary value 
problems for neural networks is a relatively young 
area of artificial ANN. The main obstacle to their use 
for a long time been the technological problems 
associated with high computational complexity in 
each neuron. Recent advances in technology have 
allowed high build neurocomputers that goes back 
thousands of neurons, each of which can provide 
complex calculations and a local memory. This led to 
the development of new computational methods, 
including iterative. 

IV.  DEVELOPED SOFTWARE 

Been developed software that allows you to solve 
the problem of simulation modeling spatially distri-
buted processes using cellular neural networks using 
locally asynchronous methods. On Fig. 2 provided 
the structure of the software. 

As can be seen from the scheme (Fig. 2) devel-
oped software can be divided into three parts: 

– work locally asynchronous algorithm for paral-
lelization of solution of problems of mathematical 
physics; 

– implementation (structural and parametric syn-
thesis) neural network to solve the problem of simu-
lation modeling; 

– graphical representation of the results of the 
neural network for user. 

 

The developed software

The module of work 
locally asynchronous 

algorithm

The module of work 
neural network

Graphical display of 
results

Iterative algorithm

Neural network 
creation class Layers creating class 

Neuron creating 
class 

Mathematical 
functions for 
working with 

neurons  
Fig. 2. Overall block diagram of the software 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this article we have shown the possibility of 
using cellular neural networks to implement simula-
tion modeling of spatially distributed processes. As 
the algorithm software, locally asynchronous me-
thods were used. This approach to solving the 
boundary value problem provides preliminary paral-
lelization problem, and then solution by using cellu-
lar neural networks. This article describes the struc-
ture of software that was developed as part of the 
research.  
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